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Problem Set 10: Diffusion Model and Epipolar Geometry

Posted: Wednesday, Nov 30, 2022 Due: Thursday, Dec 8, 2022

Please convert your Colab notebook to a PDF file and submit the PDF file to Gradescope,
make sure to label your answers. We have included the PDF conversion script at the end of
the notebook. Nothing needs to be submitted to Canvas.

The starter code can be found at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ANact7KpC2BJg_034Uw2gaiLV2Fbzl4v/view?usp=sharing

We recommend editing and running your code in Google Colab, although you are welcome to
use your local machine instead.

This problem set is only required for EECS 504 students.

Problem 10.1 Diffusion model (EECS 504 only)

In this problem, you will be implementing some components of a denoising diffusion probabilistic
model [1].

(a) (3 points) Implement the attention layer in the Attention U-Net backbone[2]. You will
first implement single head self attention that takes a sequence x as input and outputs
three matrices Q,K, V , standing for query, key and values. Each of the matrices is a
linear transformation of x, mapping the input channel to dk, dk, and dv, respectively.
Attention is computed:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V,

where dk is a constant, corresponding to the last dimension (channel dimension) of K
and Q. Suppose we have h heads, then the multi-head attention is the concatenation of
h single head attention layers

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat (head1, . . . ,headh)WO

where headi = Attention
(
QWQ

i ,KWK
i , V W V

i

)
where WQ

i ∈ Rdin×dk ,WK
i ∈ Rdin×dk ,W V

i ∈ Rdin×dv and WO ∈ Rhdv×din . In this
problem, we set both dk and dv to dout

h . A final linear layer with weight WO maps back
to the input dimension.
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Figure 1: Overall multi-head attention layer.

(b) (2 points) Implement classifier-free guidance in the sample function [3]. Classifier-
free guidance allows the diffusion model to generate class-conditioned samples without
training an extra classifier. For each time step, the model generates both class-conditioned
and and unconditioned velocity and compute with the following function to obtain the
classifier-guided velocity.

ϵ̃t = wϵθ (zt, c) − (w − 1)ϵθ (zt)

In practice, you can first make a copy of z and t, and use -1 to indicate the class of
unconditioned sample. Then stack the three things separately on the batch dimension
to compute two velocity in parallel.

You can refer to Classifier-Free Diffusion Guidance for detailed math foundation of this
part.

(c) (1 point) Run the training function and train for 20 epochs. It should produce image
grids. The images in each row should be samples from the same class.

Problem 10.2 Epipolar geometry (EECS 504 only)

In this problem, you will plot epipolar lines. Given an input pixel in a reference view, we will
plot the line containing all of its possible correspondences in a second view.

The reference view will be located at the origin, with an identity rotation matrix:

P1 = K[I | 0], (1)

while the second view’s projection matrix is given by:

P2 = K[R | t]. (2)

Both cameras have the same intrinsics matrix K. For a review of epipolar geometry, please
see this book chapter from Hartley and Zisserman.
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(a) (3 points) Fill in the coordinate transform function. First, obtain the ray v = K−1p
that connects the reference camera’s center of projection to pixel p on the image plane
(using homogeneous coordinates for p). We will walk along the ray at various distances
d1, d2, ...dN . For each one, create a 3D point Xi = div. Project it into the second view.
The provided code will then draw a dot at this position. After processing all N depth
values, you should see a line. The correspondence to p should lie somewhere on this line.

(b) (0 points) Fill in the compute fundamental matrix function. We will estimate the
fundamental matrix F ∈ R3×3 from camera pose. Note that it is also possible to directly
estimate F from correspondences, without the full camera pose. First compute the
epipole:

e = KRT t. (3)

We will then compute F between another image frame with respect to the reference
frame.

F = K−TRKT [e]×, (4)

where [e]× is the cross product of the epipole.

(c) (0 point) Fill in the visualize epipolar line function. For any pixel p in the
reference frame, we can compute the line u = Fp. The pixel in the other image that
corresponds to p falls along u. The vector u = [a, b, c]T represents a line in the form
ax + by + c = 0.

Acknowledgements. The diffusion problem was based on a problem set by L335 in Cam-
bridge University, which is based on code from Katherine Crowson https://github.com/

crowsonkb/v-diffusion-pytorch.
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